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Abstract:
This document provides implementation guidelines supplemental to the Liberty ID-SIS Contact Book (ID-SIS-CB) service specification. It is also the general guideline for the Liberty ID-SIS Contact Book. The reader is expected to be familiar with the Liberty ID-WSF Web Services Framework Overview, XML, SAML, SOAP, vCard, and the Liberty ID-SIS Personal and Employee Profiles. The Liberty ID-SIS Contact Book is a web service hosted by an application provider and usually discovered via a discovery service. It offers the ability to manage a contact directory. The contact format is based upon the vCard Specifications and may contain several types of information such as telephone numbers and postal and email addresses. An extension mechanism allows other arbitrary data to be included. An ID-SIS-CB service also stores information regarding the Principal him or herself but is not intended to replace the Liberty ID-SIS Personal or Employee Profiles. An ID-SIS-CB service is an instance of a data-oriented identity web service. An ID-SIS-CB service, like all data services, is characterized by an ability to query and update attribute data. It incorporates mechanisms from other specifications for access control and for conveying data validation information and usage directives.
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1. Introduction

The Liberty ID-SIS Contact Book Service Specification [LibertyCB] defines a Liberty identity service that supports information regarding the Principal and his or her contacts. The information regarding the Principal is stored in a unique card called "My Card" or "Self Card." This card is not intended to substitute for the Liberty ID-SIS Personal Profile Service [LibertyIDPP]. The Liberty ID-SIS Contact Book (ID-SIS-CB) service also allows the Principal to manage contacts for private and business acquaintances, friends, family members, and even for him or her self. The Principal can also create a Distribution List in order to simplify the management of his or her contacts.

This document provides a rationale and guidance for implementers of the ID-SIS-CB. A companion document, Liberty ID-SIS Contact Book Service Specification, [LibertyCB], normatively describes the ID-SIS-CB. If there is a disagreement between the present document and [LibertyCB], the [LibertyCB] specification is prescriptive.

1.1. Document Audience

This document is intended for application developers and implementers. The reader is presumed to be familiar with XML, SAML, SOAP, vCard, and the Liberty ID-SIS Personal Profile, [LibertyIDPP] and [LibertyIDPPGuide]. The reader should be familiar with the Liberty ID-FF Architecture Overview ([LibertyIDFFOverview]) and the Liberty ID-WSF Web Services Framework Overview ([LibertyIDWSFOverview11]).

1.2. Architectural Context of the ID-SIS-CB

The ID-SIS-CB service uses the general framework and the methods described in the Liberty ID-WSF Data Services Template Specification [LibertyDST20]. The services that consult the ID-SIS-CB service use the Liberty architectural framework to prove that they are acting on behalf of the Principal or that the Principal has somehow consented to sharing the data, e.g., by means of a standing order or subscription. The identity services are further described in [LibertyIDWSFOverview11].

The ID-SIS-CB service is based on the vCard standards [RFC2426] and [vCard21]. These standards are not XML-based contact formats. An abstract conceptual data model in XML has been created to specify the selection structure in query and modification operations. Mappings with multiple vCard formats and [LibertyIDPP] have been provided in the ID-SIS-CB specification.

1.2.1. ID-SIS-CB as an Interface

The data accessible through the ID-SIS-CB often comes from back-end systems that may serve other purposes as well. For example, an enterprise hosting an ID-SIS-CB service for its employees may choose to use their customer address database. Such sharing of back-end systems is considered normal practice and may cause one service to update data in another "out-of-band." Out-of-band updates are expressly allowed, but are considered out of scope for the purposes of the ID-SIS-CB specification.

The ID-SIS-CB service specification, at the formal and conceptual levels, specifies an [XML] document. However, this does not mean that data is necessarily stored as an XML document. The data could just as well be computed on the fly or fetched from a directory [RFC2251] or relational database (SQL) server and formatted into XML only for the purpose of speaking Liberty protocols. When this document specifies behavior against a conceptual XML document, the implementation has to behave as if the document existed, but does not necessarily have to implement it in concrete terms.

The ID-SIS-CB also allows the data to be returned in other formats than the conceptual data model. The ID-SIS-CB service specification explains how to handle the vCard 2.1 [vCard21], vCard 3.0 [RFC2426], vCard Jabber [JEP0054], and vCard RDF [vCardRDF] formats. Other formats may be supported for particular purposes but the implementer has to provide the discovery options keywords and the mappings for those formats with the XML conceptual data model. Since other such supported formats imply a proprietary implementation of the ID-SIS-CB service, there is no reason that other web service clients (WSC) must understand the discovery options keywords associated to those formats.
1.2.2. Participants and Compliance Testing

The ID-SIS-CB is provided by an attribute provider (AP) [LibertyIDWSFGuide10], sometimes referred to as an ID-SIS-CB provider. The AP is a Liberty ID-WSF web service that hosts the ID-SIS-CB. The ID-SIS-CB is queried or updated by a client which is usually a service provider (SP) [LibertyIDWSFOverview11] acting on behalf of the Principal [LibertyIDWSFGuide10]. The client is sometimes referred to as a WSC. The [LibertyIDWSFGuide10] describes the means by which the Principal may delegate to the SP a right to invoke his or her ID-SIS-CB service, i.e., a service assertion. Before the SP can access the ID-SIS-CB, it usually, but not necessarily, has to discover which AP hosts the ID-SIS-CB for the Principal. This is accomplished using a discovery service [LibertyDisco12] that issues the service assertions.

ID-SIS-CB compliance testing addresses both implementations and instances. ID-SIS-CB specifies an interface to which an implementation and an instance (deployment) of an ID-SIS-CB service conform. The implementation may be a software product offered by a vendor. Typically, such a product, if configured and operated correctly, will provide an ID-SIS-CB service instance. For an AP instance to be ID-SIS-CB-compliant, it must correctly use an ID-SIS-CB-compliant implementation.

1.3. XML Document Instantiations

An ID-SIS-CB service may respond to a query with an XML instantiation of the conceptual data model schema. The XML documents that are specified by the [LibertyCB] XML schema are the most general serial representations of the information. The expression “most general” means that a document could fully instantiate that schema if all data has been provisioned and no permissions filtering occurred. After filtering, the transmitted content may no longer conform to this schema. Thus, implementers may need to adjust this schema before using it to implement services.

When queries that point to interior elements of the conceptual XML document are applied, the returned data contains the queried element, its contents, and the higher level containers to avoid possible confusions in the case where several elements are queried. If the query asks for one or more whole contacts to be returned, the format in which the contacts are returned inside the SOAP answer may be specified as long as the ID-SIS-CB supports the requested format. The supported formats are specified in the discovery option keywords.

A potential confusion is that, as requests to an ID-SIS-CB service are actually SOAP documents, there is one schema for the SOAP layer and another for the document that is returned inside the SOAP body. The [LibertyCB] Service Specification does not define the SOAP schemas.

1.4. Extension Mechanisms

The ID-SIS-CB schema has an extension container element which permits arbitrary schema extension. If an implementation supports schema extension, it must register the appropriate discovery option keyword.
2. Overview of the Conceptual Data Model (a.k.a. "Generic vCard")

2.1. Relationship between ID-SIS-CB and vCard

The Liberty ID-SIS-CB is based on vCard as specified in [vCard21] and [RFC2426]. All vCard types and their semantics, but not necessarily format, are hereby incorporated. The conceptual data model or "generic vCard" stands for an XML representation of vCard attributes and types. This means in particular that vCard categories are supported. (However, their use is not encouraged because of the several possible interpretations of this attribute. The ID-SIS-CB, instead, allows distribution lists to group together individual contact cards.)

The XML representation is used to specify [XPATH] query language and modification operations. Mappings to other vCard formats are provided in this specification. The purpose is to enable multiple vCard formats to coexist without endorsing any specific format. It is expected that new future vCard formats may be accommodated this way.

2.2. Structure of the Conceptual Data Model

The conceptual data model supports all attributes and types specified by [vCard21] and [RFC2426] except "BEGIN," "END," "PROFILE," "NAME," and "SOURCE" which are meaningless in an XML representation.

The jabber extension "JABBERID" and "DESC" are also supported. Additionally, the types "FAVORITES," "LISTMEMBER," "SELF," and "CARDID" have been added for ID-SIS-CB-specific purposes.

The type "SELF" is used to indicate the "Self Card" of the ID-SIS-CB owner, "FAVORITE" indicates the membership of a favorite list, and "LISTMEMBER" gives the membership of a distribution list.

"CARDID" is the identifier of the vCard.
3. Discovery and Queries

3.1. Rationale

The ID-SIS-CB is intended to satisfy the most possible needs for a contact directory in a Liberty environment. However, an implementer may choose to deploy only a few functionalities of the ID-SIS-CB. The ID-SIS-CB that a service provider sees is apt to be incomplete because:

- not all information about the contacts needs to be provisioned,
- not all of the vCard format needs to be implemented,
- an AP’s policy forbids the SP from having some information, and/or
- the permissions that the Principal sets forbid the SP from accessing parts of the information.

The capacity of an ID-SIS-CB service implementation is expressed by the discovery option keywords. Option keywords are used to discover the existence or support for particular containers or groups of containers in a way that is meaningful to applications. See [LibertyDisco12] for the generic definition of the Discovery Service and the processing rules for discovering by keyword.

3.2. Supported XPATH Expressions

Effectively, the minimal set of supported "Modify" [XPATH] expressions (i.e., "slashed paths") defines the minimal granularity of updates that needs to be supported. If a client needs to update an attribute at a finer granularity than defined here, then it should first query the element and then execute a "Modify" with queried values and the value it wants to change. It is recognized that this approach has inherent problems:

1. Other update(s) may occur between the "Query" and "Modify." The client should deal with this race condition in an implementation-dependent way, e.g., make a second query to verify that the update succeeded, ignore the possibility of a race condition.

2. "Query" may return incomplete data due to permissions. Presumably, under these circumstances, the corresponding "Modify" will fail for similar reasons. Updates to the containers listed above should be atomic whenever feasible. For example, if the underlying database technology is [RFC2251], it is advisable to model each of the above-listed containers as an entry so that the directory server provides atomicity of the update.
4. Managing the CB

4.1. ID-SIS-CB Overview

4.2. ID-SIS-CB Interrogation

ID-SIS-CB is an AP as defined in [LibertyIDWSFGuide10]. It can be invoked using the classical [LibertyDST20] mechanisms.

The [XPATH] expression has to use the conceptual data model. As defined in the technical specification, when a whole card is requested, the returned format may be specified. When only a few vCard attributes are requested, the answer is mandatorily in the "generic vCard" format.

4.2.1. ID-SIS-CB Interrogation Examples

Examples of the SOAP bodies of an ID-SIS-CB "query" and "response":

In the following request, we want to obtain all vCards (/cdm:vCard) where the contact’s nickname is "Jane" (/cdm:vCard/cdm:NICKNAME="Jane") in the vCard 3.0 format (<Select format="urn:liberty:cb:format:RFC2426">).

4.2.1.1. ID-SIS-CB Interrogation Query Example

<Query
   xmlns="urn:liberty:id-sis-cb:2005-05"
   id="my ID">
   <ResourceID>My Resource ID</ResourceID>
   <QueryItem changedSince="2004-03-03T16:49:09Z"
      id="my ID"
      includeCommonAttributes="false"
      itemID="my Item ID">
      <Select format="urn:liberty:cb:format:RFC2426">
         /cdm:vCard/cdm:NICKNAME="Jane"
      </Select>
   </QueryItem>
</Query>
4.2.1.2. ID-SIS-CB Interrogation Query Response Example

The vCard is returned in raw vCard 3.0 format in the field `<cb:CharData>`

```
<QueryResponse
  xmlns="urn:liberty:id-sis-cb:2005-05"
  id="my ID">
  <Status xmlns: ... >
    <Data itemIDRef="">
      <cb:Card cb:format="urn:liberty:cb:format:RFC2426">
        <cb:CharData>
          BEGIN:vCard
          FN: Jane Doe
          N:Doe; Jane
          NICKNAME: Jane
          TEL;WORK: 123456789
          EMAIL;TYPE=internet: jane@example.com
          END:vCard
          </cb:CharData>
        </cb:Card>
      </Data>
    </cb:Card>
  </Status>
</QueryResponse>
```
5. Mapping the CDM


The mappings provided by the [LibertyCB] specification are used to make the link between the conceptual data model and the different vCard formats used in the industry. Those mappings are almost intuitive but play an important role in the implementation. Even if the response format requested is not the "generic vCard," the ID-SIS-CB is queried by an [XPATH] expression upon the conceptual data model. It is important to have a standard and precise mapping to request of the ID-SIS-CB in order to ensure that different ID-SIS-CB implementations do not interpret the same [XPATH] query differently.

5.2. Mapping with Liberty ID-SIS Personal Profile

This mapping is provided to update the Principal’s "Self Card" from his Liberty ID-SIS Personal Profile [LibertyIDPP]. Although the [LibertyIDPP] Personal Profile and the [LibertyCB] conceptual data model are very different, it can be very useful for a Principal to update his "Self Card" from his Personal Profile. The reverse update is, apparently, not true. This mapping does not aim to be a perfect mapping. It identifies what containers in the Personal Profile provide the same information that vCard attributes provide.
6. Cultural Portability

An Internet environment is the underlying assumption for these system designs. End users may venture to web sites outside their own culture and interact with other users and businesses in foreign countries. This calls for a common language. A large part of the world, but not the entire world, has standardized on the use of the Latin alphabet (character set) with some variations.

As noted, the Liberty ID-SIS-CB conceptual data model relies on the vCard semantics.

The default character set of vCard is ASCII. It can be overridden for an individual property value by using the "CHARSET" property parameter. This property parameter may be used on any property. However, the use of this parameter on some properties may not make sense. Any character set registered with the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA - http://www.iana.org/) may be specified by this property parameter.

The default language is "en-US" (US English). It may be overridden for an individual property value by using the "LANGUAGE" property parameter. The values for this property are strings consistent with [RFC1766]’s "Tags for the Identification of Languages." This property parameter may be used on any property. However, the use of this parameter on some properties, e.g., "PHOTO," "LOGO," "SOUND," "TEL," may not make sense.

The Liberty Framework provides a different character set property (UTF-8) at the transport wrapper level. During transport, the vCard data stream is encoded in UTF-8. Since UTF-8 can represent all the characters of the other sets available in vCard, all languages supported by vCard may be supported.
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